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ABSTRACT

This project is about designing an intelligent system of automatic fish feeder 

using PIC microcontroller which uses Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) 

modem to send the Short Message Service (SMS) to the owner when the sensor is 

trigger. So that, besides feeding the fish at required time, user can also monitor their fish. 

The objectives of this project are to develop and implement a system, which uses;

Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) modem to send the Short Message 

Service (SMS) to the owner when the sensor is trigger, then, to learn about the art of 

programming in C language, and also to combine together all hardware skills, electronic 

knowledge with some software development in building this project. A brief literature 

review was done on all the elements involved in this system including PIC 

microcontroller, sensor, keypad, GSM modem and DC motor. The main scope of work 

used in this project is constructing a compact design capable of being mounted on top of 

a fish tank. Then, study the operation of microcontroller and GSM. Next, identify the 

accurate and stable circuit and also suitable programming and its implementation. At the 

end this project the intelligent fish feeder system is designed and all of the objectives are 

achieved.
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ABSTRAK

Projek ini bertujuan untuk menghasilkan sistem suapan makanan ikan secara 

automatik menggunakan mikrokontroler PIC dan juga terdapat Global System for 

Mobile Communication (GSM) modem untuk menghantar Short Message Service 

(SMS) kepada pemilik ketika kehabisan makanan. Oleh itu, selain memberi makan ikan 

pada masa yang ditetapkan, pengguna juga boleh memantau ikan mereka. Objektif 

projek ini adalah untuk mengembangkan dan melaksanakan system yang menggunakan; 

GSM modem untuk menghantar SMS kepada pemilik ketika sensor mengesan kehabisan 

makanan ikan, selain itu, mempelajari tentang seni program dalam bahasa C, dan juga 

untuk menggabungkan kemahiran, pengetahuan elektronik dengan pengetahuan 

mengenai software dalam melaksanakan projek ini. Kajian latar belakang juga dilakukan 

pada semua elemen yang terlibat dalam sistem termasuk PIC mikrokontroler, sensor, 

keypad, modem GSM dan motor DC. Skop kerja utama dalam projek ini adalah untuk 

menghasilkan sebuah rekabentuk system yang padat dan mampu ditempatkan di atas 

akuarium. Seterusnya, skop kerja yang perlu dilakukan ialah mempelajari operasi 

mikrokontroler dan GSM. Kemudian, mengenalpasti litar dan program implementasi 

yang sesuai. Di akhir projek ini, sistem suapan makanan ikan secara cerdas dihasilkan 

dan semua objektif tercapai.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction 

Intelligent Fish Feeder is a product that is design to feed fish at certain amount of 

time that is required by user. The system runs automatically with the absence of the 

owner. The user has to fill the food in the food container first. Then the time is set by 

key-in any value of time that is needed to feed the fish. The user interacts with the unit 

through a display/keyboard combination that is connected to the system. The system will 

count down and when they reached the required time, the gate of food container will 

open. 
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The operation will continue automatically if the user set a new time to feed the 

fish. If the food in the container is empty, the sensor will detect the error and by using 

GSM modem, user will be notified to take action about the situation and at the same 

time can monitored their pet.

The Intelligent Fish Feeder is controlled by a programmable microcontroller; this 

is a necessity for a design that features an alphanumeric LCD display that interacts with 

the user.  The design requires a DC motor to drops the food from the gate of food 

container. The Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) modem is used to send 

the Short Message Service (SMS) to the owner when the alarm sensor is trigger when 

food did not drop into the aquarium.

1.2 Objectives

There are several objectives that are to be achieved at the end of the project 

which includes:

i. To design an intelligent system of automatic fish feeder using PIC 

microcontroller.

ii. To develop and implement a system, which uses; Global System for Mobile 

Communication (GSM) modem to send the Short Message Service (SMS) to the 

owner when the sensor is trigger.

iii. To learn about the art of programming in C language.

iv. To combine together all hardware skills, electronic knowledge with some

software development in building this project.
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1.3 Problem Statement

Aquarium keeping is a popular hobby around the world. The predecessor of the 

modern aquarium was introduced in 1850 as a novel curiosity; since then, aquarium 

ownership has expanded as more sophisticated systems including lighting and filtration 

systems were developed to keep aquarium fish healthy [1]. Pets such as fish need to be 

fed by the owner to keep it healthy. To make sure that it has enough food supplements, 

the fish need to eat at certain time. This has to be the owner’s responsible. Each types of 

fish requires differ feeding time.

Nowadays, there are people willing to spend hundreds or thousands of money for 

their fish [10]. The price of exotic fishes also gets higher and can reach thousands ringgit 

and steel the attention from buyers. Problems occurs if the owner is away from home or 

been busy and forget to feed the fish. It will be such a waste if fish that is very expansive 

died because of the owner is too busy to feed the fish. These IFF system can solve this 

problem by providing system that can feed the feed with the feeding time is required by 

the user. Next, if there is error occur to the automatic system, when the owner are away, 

they cannot be notify that there is problem and their fish did not get the food 

supplement. Therefore, besides feeding the fish at required time, user can also monitor 

their fish

.

1.4 Scope of Work

As to ensure the completion of project achieves the stated objectives, the project 

shall be completed within these scopes; to build an IFF system and construct a compact 

design capable of being mounted on top of a fish tank. Then, study the operation of 

microcontroller and GSM. Next, identify the accurate and stable circuit and also suitable 

programming and its implementation.
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1.5 Methodology

To achieve the goal that has been set in the objectives of this project, certain 

methods shall be used.
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1.6 Thesis Structure

Chapter 1 will be discussed about an introduction of the project. The main idea is 

about the background and objectives of the project will be discussed. Then, Chapter 2 is 

about literature review of the project. This project discusses the concept of the research 

and how it related with the theory. As for Chapter 3, the explanation about the 

methodology and process that taken to complete the project. It consist the detail 

development of this project.

Chapter 4 is about the result obtaining based on the methodology used. The 

obtained result will be discussed and analyze and based on the objectives and problem 

statement. Chapter 5 is about the summary of project achievement. It also includes the 

conclusion and recommendation that can be taken for future improvement of the project.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is discussing about previous research in fish feeder system related 

on the project. There are two previous projects that will be discussed in this chapter. The 

project is ‘Automatic Fish Feeder’ and ‘Electronic Fish Feeder’.
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2.2 Automatic Fish Feeder

This device will dispense frozen fish food into an aquarium. It will be capable of 

dispensing frozen blocks of food at a several times a day at any desired time (all times 

are programmable). The device will use an array of thermoelectric coolers mounted onto 

a stainless steel cold plate to keep the product frozen without making any noise. A heat 

sink is mounted onto the hot side of the thermoelectric device. A low speed fan keeps 

the heat sink temperature low [1].

Table 2.1: Comparison with the previous project 1

ELEMENTS MY IFF SYSTEM EXISTING FF 
SYSTEM

DESIGN COMPACT LARGE

ADVANTAGES ALARM SYSTEM

GSM MODEM TO 
SEND SMS TO 
NOTIFY USER

DOES NOT HAVE 
ALARM SYSTEM

FROZEN FOOD



2.3 Electronic Fish Feeder

An auto fish feeder is designed to dispense the right amount of food into your 

aquarium at a certain time each day. 

periodically distributing food stuffs contains

distribution is accomplished by an electric motor driving a gear box, the output of the 

gear box driving a cylinder that has a rough surface. The cylinder in cooperation with a 

pair of baffles sends a predetermined amount of food into the aquarium during the 

feeding time interval [7]

Figure 2.1: The automatic fish feeder

Fish Feeder

An auto fish feeder is designed to dispense the right amount of food into your 

aquarium at a certain time each day. The system contains an electrical timing circuit for 

stributing food stuffs contains in a hopper to the aquarium. The 

ution is accomplished by an electric motor driving a gear box, the output of the 

gear box driving a cylinder that has a rough surface. The cylinder in cooperation with a 

pair of baffles sends a predetermined amount of food into the aquarium during the 

].
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An auto fish feeder is designed to dispense the right amount of food into your 

The system contains an electrical timing circuit for 

in a hopper to the aquarium. The 

ution is accomplished by an electric motor driving a gear box, the output of the 

gear box driving a cylinder that has a rough surface. The cylinder in cooperation with a 

pair of baffles sends a predetermined amount of food into the aquarium during the 
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ABSTRACT









This project is about designing an intelligent system of automatic fish feeder using PIC microcontroller which uses Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) modem to send the Short Message Service (SMS) to the owner when the sensor is trigger. So that, besides feeding the fish at required time, user can also monitor their fish. The objectives of this project are to develop and implement a system, which uses; Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) modem to send the Short Message Service (SMS) to the owner when the sensor is trigger, then, to learn about the art of programming in C language, and also to combine together all hardware skills, electronic knowledge with some software development in building this project. A brief literature review was done on all the elements involved in this system including PIC microcontroller, sensor, keypad, GSM modem and DC motor. The main scope of work used in this project is constructing a compact design capable of being mounted on top of a fish tank. Then, study the operation of microcontroller and GSM. Next, identify the accurate and stable circuit and also suitable programming and its implementation. At the end this project the intelligent fish feeder system is designed and all of the objectives are achieved.











ABSTRAK









Projek ini bertujuan untuk menghasilkan sistem suapan makanan ikan secara automatik menggunakan mikrokontroler PIC dan juga terdapat Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) modem untuk menghantar Short Message Service (SMS) kepada pemilik ketika kehabisan makanan. Oleh itu, selain memberi makan ikan pada masa yang ditetapkan, pengguna juga boleh memantau ikan mereka. Objektif projek ini adalah untuk mengembangkan dan melaksanakan system yang menggunakan; GSM modem untuk menghantar SMS kepada pemilik ketika sensor mengesan kehabisan makanan ikan, selain itu, mempelajari tentang seni program dalam bahasa C,  dan juga untuk menggabungkan kemahiran, pengetahuan elektronik dengan pengetahuan mengenai software dalam melaksanakan projek ini. Kajian latar belakang juga dilakukan pada semua elemen yang terlibat dalam sistem termasuk PIC mikrokontroler, sensor, keypad, modem GSM dan motor DC. Skop kerja utama dalam projek ini adalah untuk menghasilkan sebuah rekabentuk system yang padat dan mampu ditempatkan di atas akuarium. Seterusnya, skop kerja yang perlu dilakukan ialah mempelajari operasi mikrokontroler dan GSM. Kemudian, mengenalpasti litar dan program implementasi yang sesuai. Di akhir projek ini, sistem suapan makanan ikan secara cerdas dihasilkan dan semua objektif tercapai.
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CHAPTER 1









INTRODUCTION









1.1 Introduction 



Intelligent Fish Feeder is a product that is design to feed fish at certain amount of time that is required by user. The system runs automatically with the absence of the owner. The user has to fill the food in the food container first. Then the time is set by key-in any value of time that is needed to feed the fish. The user interacts with the unit through a display/keyboard combination that is connected to the system. The system will count down and when they reached the required time, the gate of food container will open. 





The operation will continue automatically if the user set a new time to feed the fish. If the food in the container is empty, the sensor will detect the error and by using GSM modem, user will be notified to take action about the situation and at the same time can monitored their pet.



The Intelligent Fish Feeder is controlled by a programmable microcontroller; this is a necessity for a design that features an alphanumeric LCD display that interacts with the user.  The design requires a DC motor to drops the food from the gate of food container. The Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) modem is used to send the Short Message Service (SMS) to the owner when the alarm sensor is trigger when food did not drop into the aquarium.





1.2 Objectives



There are several objectives that are to be achieved at the end of the project which includes:

i. To design an intelligent system of automatic fish feeder using PIC microcontroller.

ii. To develop and implement a system, which uses; Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) modem to send the Short Message Service (SMS) to the owner when the sensor is trigger.

iii. To learn about the art of programming in C language.

iv. To combine together all hardware skills, electronic knowledge with some software development in building this project.







1.3 Problem Statement



Aquarium keeping is a popular hobby around the world. The predecessor of the modern aquarium was introduced in 1850 as a novel curiosity; since then, aquarium ownership has expanded as more sophisticated systems including lighting and filtration systems were developed to keep aquarium fish healthy [1]. Pets such as fish need to be fed by the owner to keep it healthy. To make sure that it has enough food supplements, the fish need to eat at certain time. This has to be the owner’s responsible. Each types of fish requires differ feeding time. 



Nowadays, there are people willing to spend hundreds or thousands of money for their fish [10]. The price of exotic fishes also gets higher and can reach thousands ringgit and steel the attention from buyers.  Problems occurs if the owner is away from home or been busy and forget to feed the fish. It will be such a waste if fish that is very expansive died because of the owner is too busy to feed the fish. These IFF system can solve this problem by providing system that can feed the feed with the feeding time is required by the user. Next, if there is error occur to the automatic system, when the owner are away, they cannot be notify that there is problem and their fish did not get the food supplement. Therefore, besides feeding the fish at required time, user can also monitor their fish

.



1.4 Scope of Work



As to ensure the completion of project achieves the stated objectives, the project shall be completed within these scopes; to build an IFF system and construct a compact design capable of being mounted on top of a fish tank. Then, study the operation of microcontroller and GSM. Next, identify the accurate and stable circuit and also suitable programming and its implementation.

1.5 Methodology



To achieve the goal that has been set in the objectives of this project, certain methods shall be used. 

[image: ]

1.6 Thesis Structure



Chapter 1 will be discussed about an introduction of the project. The main idea is about the background and objectives of the project will be discussed. Then, Chapter 2 is about literature review of the project. This project discusses the concept of the research and how it related with the theory. As for Chapter 3, the explanation about the methodology and process that taken to complete the project. It consist the detail development of this project.



Chapter 4 is about the result obtaining based on the methodology used. The obtained result will be discussed and analyze and based on the objectives and problem statement. Chapter 5 is about the summary of project achievement. It also includes the conclusion and recommendation that can be taken for future improvement of the project.
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CHAPTER 2









LITERATURE REVIEW









2.1	Introduction

 

This chapter is discussing about previous research in fish feeder system related on the project. There are two previous projects that will be discussed in this chapter. The project is ‘Automatic Fish Feeder’ and ‘Electronic Fish Feeder’.













2.2	Automatic Fish Feeder



This device will dispense frozen fish food into an aquarium. It will be capable of dispensing frozen blocks of food at a several times a day at any desired time (all times are programmable). The device will use an array of thermoelectric coolers mounted onto a stainless steel cold plate to keep the product frozen without making any noise. A heat sink is mounted onto the hot side of the thermoelectric device. A low speed fan keeps the heat sink temperature low [1].



Table 2.1: Comparison with the previous project 1

		ELEMENTS 

		MY IFF SYSTEM 

		EXISTING FF SYSTEM 



		DESIGN

		COMPACT

		LARGE



		ADVANTAGES 

		ALARM SYSTEM

GSM MODEM TO SEND SMS TO NOTIFY USER

		DOES NOT HAVE ALARM SYSTEM

FROZEN FOOD









[image: fish1]

Figure 2.1: The automatic fish feeder





2.3 Electronic Fish Feeder



An auto fish feeder is designed to dispense the right amount of food into your aquarium at a certain time each day. The system contains an electrical timing circuit for periodically distributing food stuffs contains in a hopper to the aquarium. The distribution is accomplished by an electric motor driving a gear box, the output of the gear box driving a cylinder that has a rough surface. The cylinder in cooperation with a pair of baffles sends a predetermined amount of food into the aquarium during the feeding time interval [7].















Table 2.2: Comparison between my projects with the previous project 

		ELEMENTS 

		MY IFF SYSTEM 

		EXISTING FF SYSTEM 



		FEATURES

		FEEDING TIME REQUIRED BY USER

		FEEDING TIME HAS BEEN SET



		ADVANTAGES 

		ALARM SYSTEM;GSM MODEM SEND SMS TO NOTIFY USER

		ALARM SYSTEM USING BUZZER











2.4 Microcontroller



A PIC microcontroller is a single integrated circuit small enough to fit in the palm of a hand. ‘Traditional’ microprocessor circuits contain four or five separate integrated circuits - the microprocessor (CPU) itself, an EPROM program memory chip, some RAM memory and an input/output interface [2]. With PIC microcontrollers all these functions are included within one single package, making them cost effective and easy to use. 



PIC microcontrollers can be used as the ‘brain’ to control a large variety of products. In order to control devices, it is necessary to interface (or ‘connect’) them to the PIC microcontroller. The PIC Microcontroller was first introduced in the early of 1980 by General Instruments for their product design and known as “Programmable Interface Controller” [4]. One of the main advantages dealing with PIC Microcontroller is the large database of information and technical support from the internet. The PIC family is a small microcontroller designed for fast input/output control using a small instruction set [4].

The PIC is a low-cost microcontroller and can be reprogrammed thousands of times again and again using Flash programmable EEPROM using just electronic signals from a PC like a higher-level microcontroller such as BASIC stamps. The PIC Microcontroller is able to store and run unique programs and can be programmed to perform functions based on predetermined situations (1/O-line logic) and selections [2]. Based on PIC Microcontroller versatility, their features add a lot of power, control, and options at little cost in this project construction. There are a lot of considerations in choosing the right microcontroller in this project.



In this project, PIC 16F877A were selected because it meet the requirement that needed such as large database and five input and output pin for 16F877A which are suitable for LCD, RS232 communication and stepper motor. Different factors such as the physical size, the number and type of inputs and outputs, the speed, the forms of external communication, the random access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), arithmetic logic unit (ALU), central processing unit (CPU), analog-to-digital converters (ADC), digital-to-analog converter (DAC), timers, serial ports, parallel ports, the availability and the price itself. The microcontrollers employed in this part are 16F877A. It performs the necessary operation of the control panel. The PIC 16F877A was selected because of the follow specifications compared to the PIC 16F84:

























Table 2.3: Comparison between PIC 16F877, PIC 16F84A and PIC 16F876

		SPECIFICATIONS

		PIC 16F877

		PIC 16F84A

		PIC 16F876



		No of Input / Output port 

		33 I/O pins

		13 I/O pins

		22 I/O pins



		Operating Frequency 

		DC – 20M Hz

		DC – 20M Hz

		DC – 20M Hz



		FLASH Program Memory 

		8k words

		1024 words

		8K words



		Data memory (bytes) 

		368 x 8 bytes

		68 bytes

		368 bytes



		EEPROM data memory 

		256 x 8 bytes

		64 bytes

		256 bytes









[image: ][image: ]

Figure 2.2:  PIC 16F877 and PIC 16F84A.

















Table 2.4: Comparison of 8-bit microcontroller and their features



		COMPANY

		DEVICE

		ON-CHIP MEMORY

		OTHER FEATURES



		

Atmel

		

Attiny II

		

1-Kbyte flash

		8-bit timer, analog comparator, watchdog, on-chip oscillator, one external interrupt.



		

Hitachi

		

H8/3640

		

8-Kbyte ROM 512 Byte RAM

		8-bit timer, one 16-bit PWM timer, one watchdog, two SCI porst, eight 8-bit ADC



		





Microchip

		





16F84A

		1024 words of program memory, 68 bytes of Data RAM, 64 bytes of Data EEPROM, 14-bit wide instruction words, 8-bit wide data bytes

		13 I/O pins with individual direction control, high current sink/source for direct LED drive. 25 mA sink max. per pin. 25 mA source max. per pin.





		





Microchip

		





16F877A

		Up to 8K x 14 words of FLASH Program Memory, up to 368 x 8 bytes of Data Memory (RAM), up to 256 x 8 bytes of EEPROM Data Memory

		Timer0: 8-bit timer/counter with 8-bit prescaler, Timer1: 16-bit timer/counter with prescaler,

can be incremented during SLEEP via external crystal/clock 



		



Motorola

		



68HC705KJ1

		





1240-byte OTP 64-byte RAM

		15-stage multifunction timer, on-chip oscillator, low voltage reset, watchdog, keyboard, interrupt, high current I.O port.









2 

2.3 

2.4.1 Power Supply for Microcontroller



Microcontroller requires regulated 5 volt dc supply for the proper operation [7]. It requires an unregulated dc supply in the range of 8-12 volt. The unregulated dc is applied through the last two pins of main interface connector. The regulated 5 volt output is also available at the interface connector for driving low power external circuit. 





2.5 Display Unit



Display unit is for displaying the status of this system. There are many options which could be used as a display unit. These would include a LCD or personal computer. 





2.5.1 Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)



The selection of LCD is depends on the number of factors including multiplexer driving scheme temperature, voltage/power, artwork design, contrast requirements and cost budget. The main categories which may supply are; TN, HTN, STN, and also special product such as cholesteric bi-stable displays and single polarizer high contrast reflective TN/HTM display.



















Table 2.5: LCD differences

		Type

		Pros:

		Cons:



		TN

		· Economic to build, low tooling cost.

· Excellent choice for icons/segment driver.

· True black and white operation.

· Fast response time when properly design.

· Good for negative mood.

		· Not good for high multiplex application, i.e. 1/16 can be the limit

· Limited viewing cone( the higher the multiplex scheme, the narrower the cone)



		HTN

		· Much better contrast and also wide viewing cone

· Good for medium multiplexer application(<1/64Mux scheme)

· Very chip to build and also with good tooling cost

		· Tinted green background

· The multiplexer level range is very narrow for most application



		STN

		· Extremely wide viewing cone, in most cases, for less than 1/64th multiplexer scheme

· Good for high multiplexer level

· Possible to get black and white display

· For most people, the light yellow/green background color is pleasant

		· Expensive to build

· Slower response due to very high frequency

· Darker background as compare with TN display









In this project, A 16 X 2 LCD module and hand phone were used for the display. The LCD is connected to the PIC-Microcontroller for displaying any text to the user. However, there are many options which could be used as a display unit. These would include the LCD, mobile phone or a personal computer. The LCD and mobile phone were selected as a display unit which the LCD and mobile phone will indicate which sensor is triggered.  



Table 2.6: Comparison between LCD, Hand phone and personal computer

		Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 

		Personal Computer 

		Hand phone 



		-Type: 16x2

-Easy to install and small 

		-Computer is big size and not a portable device which easy to carry around unlike our hand phones. 

		-Important communication device which we always bring along wherever we go.

-Applicable to receive the message. 









[image: ]

Figure 2.3: Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)





2.6 RS-232 (Communication device)



RS-232 is a standard for transferring data in serial format. Information is sent in small packets of data called data frames. A data frame consists of the following sequence: a start bit, the actual data word, an optional parity bit and ends with one or two stop bits. The data word can be 7 or 8 bits long. RS-232 offers asynchronous communication with the combination of start and stop bits of being used to synchronize each data frame.



 The parity bit is used by the receiver to determine if an odd number of bits were corrupted during transmission. There are two types of parity, odd and even. For example, if even parity is used the transmitter makes the parity bit a 1 anytime there is an odd number of 1’s in the data word. This makes a total even number of bits in the data frame. If an odd number of bits arrive at the receiver then the data frame was corrupted.



[image: ]

Figure 2.4: Asynchronous Data Transmission



The standard not only specifies the order of bits but also specifies the voltage levels used to send the data. Bipolar signaling is used in the RS-232 protocol to support long cabling with minimum noise. A logic 0 is represented by a positive voltage between +3VDC and +15VDC and a logic 1 is represented by a negative voltage between -3VDC and -15VDC. By using RS-232, the typical data packet contains seven bits which is the ASCII character. The set of handshaking line and protocols were developed and also known as RS-232 serial communication.



[image: ][image: ]

Figure 2.5: MAX232 Pin Configurations and Typical Operating Circuit





2.7	Wireless Network



Wireless technology makes it possible to use a wide range of devices to access data from anywhere in the world. Wireless networks reduce or eliminate the high cost of laying expensive fiber and cabling and provide backup functionality for wired networks. Wireless networking technologies allow users to establish wireless connections across long distances to infrared light and radio frequency technologies that are optimized for short range wireless connections. 



Types of wireless networks are Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), bluetooth and ZigBee. Bluetooth is high power consumption and high cost so that it is not convenient to use in security system. ZigBee is to establish a home network that is co effective and low power consumption. However, Zigbee don’t present the implementation. 



GSM is the Global System for Mobile communications. GSM is more convenient than the other. The main reason is that the GSM network has wide spread coverage making the whole system available for almost all the time. Furthermore, GSM network has high security infrastructure which make sure that the information sent or receive cannot be monitored. It is a second-generation (digital) cellular system for cellular telephones used in most of the world in the 900 and 1800 MHz frequency bands. Several North American carriers are deploying GSM in the 850 and 1900 MHz bands to replace TDMA networks [3]. A tri-band GSM modem can provide global coverage (except for Japan and Korea) [3]. 



[image: ]

Figure 2.6: GSM Modem

























Table 2.7: Features of GSM Modem.

		Features

		Environment and Mechanics



		· Tri-band GSM 900, 1800 and 1900MHz

·  Supports TCP/IP

· Accepts a standard SIM card

· Standard extended open AT commands

· Send/receive SMS text messages

· GPRS Class 10

· 5 to 12V DC supply

· Dimensions: 115 x 65 x 27mm

		· Operation temperature ：-25 - +60

· Storage temperature：-35 - +80℃

· Humidity ：0 - 95％ non-condense

· Receive Sensitivity：-102dBm

· Maximum Transmit Power：1W

· Dynamic range：62dB

· Frequency tolerance ：≤±0.1ppm

· Power supply：5V、7.5V、12V optional

· Current: Standby 50mA，work 300mA

· Weight： 300g









2.8 DC Motor



A DC motor works by converting electric power into mechanical work. This is accomplished by forcing current through a coil and producing a magnetic field that spins the motor [11]. The simplest DC motor is a single coil apparatus, used here to discuss the DC motor theory. The process can be explained in further detail by observing the diagram below.

[image: http://etidweb.tamu.edu/projects/labview/closedloop/rotate.gif]



Figure 2.7: Process of DC motor



In this diagram, the voltage source forces voltage through the coil via sliding contacts or brushes that are connected to the DC source. These brushes are found on the end of the coil wires and make a temporary electrical connection with the voltage source. In this motor, the brushes will make a connection every 180 degrees and current will then flow through the coil wires. In the 0 degrees diagram, the brushes are in contact with the voltage source and current is flowing. The current that flows through wire segment C-D interacts with the magnetic field that is present and the result is an upward force on the segment. 



The current that flows through segment A-B has the same interaction, but the force is in the downward direction. Both forces are of equal magnitude, but in opposing directions since the direction of current flow in the segments are reversed with respect to the magnetic field. In the 180 degrees diagram, the same phenomenon occurs, but segment A-B is forced up and C-D is forced down. In the 90 and 270-degree diagrams, the brushes are not in contact with the voltage source and no force is produced. In these two positions, the rotational kinetic energy of the motor keeps it spinning until the brushes regain contact. As for this system, used DC motor (Exhausted Fan);

[image: D:\pictures\psm\DSC01084.JPG]

Figure 2.8: Exhausted fan



Table 2.8: Terms of the chosen DC motor

		

TERMS

		

DC MOTOR





		

PRICE

		

Cheaper



		

SPEED

		

Higher speed



		

MECHANICAL DESIGN

		

Easy to made because using Exhausted Fan

















2.9	Keypad



Keypad 4x4 is choosing compare to the keypad 3x4 because keypads 4x4 have numbers and alphabet whereas keypads 3x4 only have numbers. Besides, it has many applications that can be use such as press the emergency button that will set an alphabet ‘A’ as an example.



[image: Figure 1.  Keypad switch layout.]

Figure 2.9: Keypad 4x4

The switches are tied together in a row and column matrix as shown below in Figure 2.18. Depressing a keypad switch connects one row line to one column line. For example, depressing the "3" key connects row 1 and column 3 together.


[image: Figure 2.  Keypad row/column matrix.]
Figure 2.10: Keypad row/column matrixes

2.9.1	Keypad Encoder 



The MM74C922 CMOS key encoders provide all the necessary logic to fully encode an array of SPST switches. The keyboard scan can be implemented by either an external clock or external capacitor. These encoders also have on-chip pull-up devices which permit switches with up to 50 kΩ on resistance to be used. No diodes in the switch array are needed to eliminate ghost switches. The internal debounce circuit needs only a single external capacitor and can be defeated by omitting the capacitor. 





A Data Available output goes to a high level when a valid keyboard entry has been made. The Data Available output returns to a low level when the entered key is released, even if another key is depressed. The Data Available will return high to indicate acceptance of the new key after a normal debounce period; this two-key roll-over is provided between any two switches. An internal register remembers the last key pressed even after the key is released. The 3-STATE outputs provide for easy expansion and bus operation and are LPTTL compatible.



[image: ]

Figure 2.11: Pin assignment for DIP







Table 2.9: Truth table for data output [12]

[image: ]





2.9.2	Theory of Operation



The MM74C922 Keyboard Encoders implement all the logic necessary to interface a 16 or 20 SPST key switch matrix to a digital system. The encoder will convert a key switch closer to a 4(MM74C922) bit nibble. The designer can control both the keyboard scan rate and the key debounce period by altering the oscillator capacitor, COSE, and the key bounce mask capacitor, CMSK. Thus, the MM74C922 performance can be optimized for many keyboards. 



The keyboard encoders connect to a switch matrix that is 4 rows by 4 columns (MM74C922). When no keys are depressed, the row inputs are pulled high by internal pull-ups and the column outputs sequentially output logic “0”. These outputs are open drain and are therefore low for 25% of the time and otherwise off. 







The column scan rate is controlled by the oscillator input, which consists of a Schmitt trigger oscillator, a 2-bit counter, and a 2–4-bit decoder. When a key is depressed, key 0, for example, nothing will happen when the X1 input is off, since Y1 will remain high. When the X1 column is scanned, X1 goes low and Y1 will go low. This disables the counter and keeps X1 low. Y1 going low also initiates the key bounce circuit timing and locks out the other Y inputs. 



The key code to be output is a combination of the frozen counter value and the decoded Y inputs. Once the key bounce circuit times out, the data is latched, and the Data Available (DAV) output goes high. If, during the key closure the switch bounces, Y1 input will go high again, restarting the scan and resetting the key bounce circuitry. The key may bounce several times, but as soon as the switch stays low for a debounce period, the closure is assumed valid and the data is latched. A key may also bounce when it is released. 



To ensure that the encoder does not recognize this bounce as another key closure, the debounce circuit must time out before another closure is recognized. The two-key roll-over feature can be illustrated by assuming a key is depressed, and then a second key is depressed. Since all scanning has stopped, and all other Y inputs are disabled, the second key is not recognized until the first key is lifted and the key bounce circuitry has reset. The output latches feed 3-STATE, which is enabled when the Output Enable (OE) input is taken low.















2.10	Proximity Sensor

	

[bookmark: UnipolarStepperMotors]This is a simple circuit that switches the transistor on when optical sensor output passes the transistor threshold. Adjusting the variable resistor moves this threshold so that the transistor switches and therefore tweaks the sensitivity.







Figure 2.12: Optical wheel rotation sensor circuit

. 		

The output from the pin is an analog value, between 2 to 4 volts. For reading the input from this sensor, the microcontroller has to enable analog to digital conversion for the AN inputs (from AN0 until AN7) because the PIC has an internal analog to digital conversion (ADC) module.



















Table 2.10: Comparison of sensors

		HALL EFFECT SENSOR

		FLEX SENSOR

 

		INFRARED PROXIMITY SENSORS



		Measures strength of magnetic induction.

		Nominal resistance that changes when flexed.

		Paired infrared led and infrared detector detects objects in near proximity.



		Hall effect switches are useful in rough conditions

		Typical application - data glove, magic pants.

		Works in a tight beam pattern.





































CHAPTER 3









METHODOLOGY









3.1	Introduction



This chapter will discuss the function of each circuit. In order to develop a project, it must be plan the strategy before start to build a project. The Gantt chart is very importance because it will guide the progress of the whole project. The design of intelligent fish feeder system can be essentially divided into two parts, first, the hardware and the second one is the software. The hardware implementation is done by the design and research for the circuit including the component selection. In the software part, the program codes are created based on the usage of the microcontroller and the programming language used.







 (
Programming 
Compiling
Design Circuit
Troubleshoot Circuit
Simulation
Interface Circuit with software
Troubleshoot Circuit
)





























Flow chart of the methodology





3.2	Hardware



The design and development of the system involve the implementation of both hardware and software.  This approach must be well implemented so that it will produce satisfactory outcome of the system and also send SMS to the owner when the sensor trigger.















3.2.1	System Block Diagram



[image: ]

Figure 3.1: Block Diagram for the whole system





3.2.2	Power Supply Circuit



The system modules required 5 volt dc constant voltage supply in order to operate with optimum and produce quality output of the system. The voltage regulator LM7805 is chosen to convert the unregulated 9 volt dc supply to 5 volt dc and maintain the constant voltage supply that will supply the overall system devices. 



Figure 3.2 shows the circuit implementation of voltage regulator. Refer to Figure 3.2, the D2 is use to protect the circuit from wrong polarity supply. C1 and C2 is use to stabilize the voltage at the input side of the LM7805 voltage regulator, while the C3 and C4 is use to stabilize the voltage at the output side of the LM7805 voltage supply. The LED is to indicate the power status of the circuit. R1 is resistor to protect LED from over current that will burn the LED. 

[image: ]

Figure 3.2: Power supply circuit





3.2.3	Main Controller Circuit



This is the main part of intelligent fish feeder system. It is consists of PIC 16F877A, IR proximity sensor, LCD and DC motor. The input; sensor circuit will connect at PIC 16F877A which are in port a0 and keypad circuit at port c0 to c3. The output; LCD will connect to the port b4 to b6 and d0 to d7. LCD will display the setting time of this system when user pressed the menu button (A, B, C and D) at keypad. Then, output DC motor circuit is connected to port b3. All the program is include in PIC 16F877A. 

[image: ]

Figure 3.3: Main controller circuit





3.2.4	Keypad circuit



This circuit consists of keypad 4x4 and keypad encoder. In this system, button ‘#’ will be use to set the clock, button ‘A’ as a setting time for first feeding time button so are buttons ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’. Keypad encoder will be act as a medium between keypad 4x4 and PIC 16F877A. A Data Available output goes to a high level when a valid keyboard entry has been made. 



The data available output returns to a low level when the entered key is released, even if another key is depressed. The data available will return high to indicate acceptance of the new key after a normal debounce period; this two-key roll-over is provided between any two switches. The output of keypad encoder will be connect to the PIC 16F877A which are in port c0, c1, c2 and c3.



[image: ]

Figure 3.4: Keypad circuit





3.2.5	Interface circuit



Max 232 as a medium for PIC 16F877A and GSM modem. Transmit and receive pins in max 232 will connected to the pin c7 and c6 of PIC 16F877A. Lastly is GSM modem that the function is to send the short message service (SMS) to the user mobile phone that had been set at the program.    

[image: ]

Figure 3.5: Interface circuit





3.3	Software



The software section consists of a few parts which are program editor, compiler, and programmer. The program editor is use for typing the program in this project, the program is in C language. The compiler is the integrated with the program editor to compile the written program. The programmer is function to transfer the compiled hex code into the microcontroller.













3.3.1	MPLab C Compiler



To compile the program, MPLab C compiler was used to make sure the program don’t has an error before loading the HEX file in microcontroller.





3.3.2	C language



This part will briefly discuss the software required to complete this project. As the most devices, hardware will not be able to function without the software. The software implementation is in one part only which is in the microcontroller. C language was used to program the PIC. Every C program must contain a main function which is the starting point of the program execution [5]. 



The program can be split into multiple functions according to the purpose and the functions could be called from main or the sub functions [5]. In a large project functions can also be placed in different C files or header files that can be included in the main C file to group the related functions by their category.





3.3.2.1	The structure of C Program



C program contains preprocessor directives, declarations, definition, expressions, statement and function [5]; 



1. Preprocessor Directive (compulsory)

A preprocessor directive is a command to the C preprocessor which automatically invoked as the first step in compiling the program. The most common preprocessor directive are the #define directive, which substitutes text for the specified identifier, and the #include directive which includes the text of an external file into a program.





2. Declaration (Compulsory)

A declaration establishes the names and attributes of variable functions, and types used in the program. Global variables are declaration outside functions and are visible from the end of the declaration to the end of the file. A local variable is declared inside a function and is visible from the end of the declaration to the end of the function.



3. Definition (Optional)

A definition established the contents of a variable or function. A definition also allocates the storage needed for variable and functions.



4. Expression (Optional)

An expression is a combination of operators and operands that yield a single value.



5. Statement (Optional)

Statements control the flow or order of program execution in program.





6. Function (Optional)

A function is a collection of declarations, definition, expressions, and statements that performs a specific task.



7. Main Function (Compulsory)

All C programs must contain a function name “main” where the program execution begins. The braces that enclosed “main” function define the beginning and ending point of the program. 





3.3.2.2	Short Message Commands



Preferred Message Format +CMGF description;The message formats supported are text mode and PDU mode. In PDU mode, a complete SMS Message including all header information is given as a binary string (in hexadecimal format). Therefore, only the following set of characters is allowed: {‘0’,’1’,’2’,’3’,’4’,’5’,’6’,’7’,’8’,’9’, ‘A’, ‘B’,’C’,’D’,’E’,’F’}. Each pair of characters is converted to a byte (e.g.: ‘41’ is converted to the ASCII character ‘A’, whose ASCII code is 0x41 or 65). In Text mode, all commands and responses are in ASCII characters. The format selected is stored in EEPROM by the +CSAS command. [6]



The values; the <pdu> message is composed of the SC address (« 00 means no SC address given, use default SC address read with +CSCA command) and the TPDU message. In this example, the length of bytes of the TPDU buffer is 14, coded according to GSM Technical Specification 03.4.

 















In this case the TPDU is: 0x01 0x03 0x06 0x91 0x21 0x43 0x65 0x00 0x00 0x04 0xC9 0xE9 0x34 0x0B, which is GSM 03.40:



<fo>			 0x01 (SMS-SUBMIT, no validity period)

<mr> (TP-MR) 	0x03 (Message Reference)

<da> (TP-DA) 	0x06 0x91 0x21 0x43 0x65 (destination address +123456)

<pid> (TP-PID) 	0x00 (Protocol Identifier)

<dcs> (TP-DCS) 	0x00 (Data Coding Scheme: 7 bits alphabet)

<length> (TP-UDL) 	0x04 (User Data Length, 4 characters of text)

TP-UD 		0xC9 0xE9 0x34 0x0B (User Data: ISSY)



TPDU in hexadecimal format must be converted into two ASCII characters; e.g., a byte with hexadecimal value 0x2A is presented to the ME as two characters ‘2’ (ASCII 50) and ‘A’ (ASCII 65). [6]





Table 3.1: Syntax: AT+CMGF
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3.3.3	Flow Chart of the Main Programming
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3.3.4	The Main Programming Coding



The main program of this system; first the system will check container whether it is empty or normal and if normal; there is food in the container, the system will continue.





;------------------MAIN PROGRAM-----------------------



main		call DisTime

			call visualdelay

			btfss PORTA,0			;Check container

			goto Continue

			call FoodCheck

			goto Continue1

		

Continue	call FoodNORM

Continue1	

			

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			call ckALM



Figure 3.6: Coding for checking the container

	

















Then, the system continues by checking the keypad and, user needs to press button ‘#’ in order to set the clock. Then, button ‘A, B, C and D’ is for set the feeding time for this system.





			btfss PORTE,2			;Check Keypad

			goto main

		

			call SCAN1			;Check IF "#" for Setting

			movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'#'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto NxtChk1

			goto SetTimeH1

NxtChk1		movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'A'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto NxtChk2

			goto SetTime1

NxtChk2		movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'B'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto NxtChk3

			goto SetTime2

NxtChk3		movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'C'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto NxtChk4

			goto SetTime3

NxtChk4		movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'D'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto main

			goto SetTime4





Figure 3.7: Coding for checking the keypad



These are commands for setting timer when pressing ‘#’, and also the same command goes to setting alarm; button ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’ except movwf changes for each of SetTime.



SetTimeH1	call SET1

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			call SETTING

			movf X1,w

			movwf H1

			movf X2,w

			movwf H2

			movf X4,w

			movwf M1

			movf X5,w

			movwf M2

			call ClrSetVR

			goto main



Figure 3.8: Coding for setting timer



For example; below the difference between setTimeH1 and SetTime1, it continues for SetTime2 and so on.



SetTime1	call SetALM1

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			call SETTING

			movf X1,w

			movwf A1

			

movf X2,w

			movwf A2

			movf X4,w

			movwf A3

			movf X5,w

			movwf A4

			call ClrSetVR

			goto main



Figure 3.9: Coding for difference of set timeH1 and set time1





The program below shows command for checking alarm; where each time the user set the for feeding, then when time has reach (wakeUP), the relay turn on for few seconds and then turn off to drop foods in aquarium. Then it will go to next feeding time.



ckALM		movf H1,w						;&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&CHECKING ALARM 1&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

			xorwf A1,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2

			movf H2,w

			xorwf A2,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2



skpck		movf M1,w

			xorwf A3,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2

			movf M2,w

			xorwf A4,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2

			

			movf S1,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2

movf S2,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto OFF1	



wakeUP		call ONRLY3		; Fish Feeder

			movlw A'1'

			movwf FEEDER

			goto ckALM2



OFF1		bcf PORTB,3

			goto ckALM2			



Figure 3.10: Coding for checking alarm (relay turns on)
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3.3.6	Sending SMS Programming Coding



Below are the program to sends SMS to user; the text mode of SMS will be display as ‘Warning! Empty’ when the sensor sense food container is empty. When empty the short message commands is AT+CMGF=1. The <address> field, AT+CMGS is the address of the terminal to which the message is sent which for this project it will be 0179357627. The same goes for after the food are refilled where it will display ‘Normal’. Then the operation continues.



			movlw A'A'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'T'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'+'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'C'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'M'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'G'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'S'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'='

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'"'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'0'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'1'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'7'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'9'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'3'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'5'

			

call 	transmit

			movlw A'7'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'6'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'2'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'7'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'"'

			call 	transmit

			movlw d'13'

			call transmit

			movlw d'10'

			call transmit

			

call SECOND_1

			

	Figure 3.11: Coding for filling address to send SMS to user (0179357627)





			movlw A'W'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'a'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'r'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'n'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'i'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'n'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'g'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'!'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A' '

			call 	transmit

			

movlw A'E'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'm'

			call 	transmit

movlw A'p'

 call 	transmit

				 movlw A't'

				 call 	transmit

				 movlw A'y'

				 call 	transmit

				 movlw A' '

				 call 	transmit

				 movlw d'26'			;value for <ctrl Z>

				 call 	transmit

			



Figure 3.12: Coding for setting text mode to send SMS (Warning! Empty)











































CHAPTER 4









RESULT AND DISCUSSION









4.1	Introduction



This process is required to determine the performance and achievement of the project. The result must consider all objectives and scope that had been mention previously. The analysis is based on the method and final result achieved. 





4.2	Power supply circuit analysis



This project needs 5 volt dc power supply in order to generate the system. The output of 5 volt is quiet stable because there are no heavy loads in the circuit.







 4.2.1	Results	



For power supply circuit, this analysis was done by measuring the output voltage of power supply for five times. Below shows the measuring results;

Table 4.1: Testing the 5 volt dc voltage

		Measured

		Keypad 

Circuit

		Display

 Circuit

		Interface 

circuit



		1

		4.9 V

		5.0 V

		5.0 V



		2

		5.0 V

		5.0 V

		5.0 V



		3

		4.88 V

		4.9 V

		5.0 V



		4

		4.9 V

		5.0 V

		4.9 V



		5

		4.9 V

		5.0 V

		5.0 V











4.2.2	Discussion



Based on the result obtained, there was no problem in this analysis due to no presence of heavy loads in the circuit. The table shown above, that the output voltage from the power supply circuit was close to 5 volt when the circuit was connected to the power supply circuit. 











4.3	Main controller circuit analysis



	The objective of this circuit analysis is to analyze the functions of each part. The main parts of this circuit are PIC 16F877A, IR proximity sensor, LCD and DC motor. 





4.3.1	Results



All of the circuits; sensor, keypad and interface circuits are connected to main controller circuit through PIC 16F877A. The input; sensor circuit and keypad while output; DC motor, LCD display and interface circuit to GSM modem.  Functions; the sensor senses the presence of food where if the container is empty, GSM modem will send SMS to notified user. 



If the container is not empty, the process will run; user key in data by using keypad and when the timer reached, the motor runs for 2 seconds to drop food.

[image: D:\pictures\psm\DSC01084.JPG]

Figure 4.1: Main controller circuit consists of PIC 16F877A, DC motor and Power Supply circuit.

[image: D:\pictures\psm\DSC01106.JPG]

Figure 4.2: Sensor circuit



Interface circuit is consists of MAX 232 which act as interface from PIC 16F877A to the GSM module. The MAX232 is connected to c6 and c7 at the PIC 16F877A then connected to USB port to GSM modem.

[image: ]

Figure 4.3: Interface circuit (MAX 232)





4.3.2	Discussion



As for the sensor circuit, when the Tx and Rx of the sensor is blocked, the food is still in the container and is set as 0. The same goes when Tx and Rx is unblocked, then the sensor circuit is complete therefore is set in the programming as 1 and the data send via SMS to the user by referring to the situation.

 













4.4	Keypad Circuit Analysis



The objective of this analysis is to make sure the output at PIC 16F877A when the button is press or release and to compare the output at PIC 16F877A is it same as truth table for keypad encoder. In this part, user needs to press button ‘#’ in order to set the clock. Then, button ‘A, B, C and D’ is for set the feeding time for this system. 





4.4.1	Results



	From programming, user needs to set up the timer or clock first by press button ‘#’, the timer is then set. Then, to feed the fish, there are four options per day which can be installed the feeding time at buttons ‘A, B, C and D’. The output from keypad encoder is then connected to the PIC 16F877A; which act as a medium between keypad 4x4 and PIC 16F877A. 



	The data available output returns to a low level when the entered key is released, even if another key is depressed. The data available will return high to indicate acceptance of the new key after a normal debounce period; this two-key roll-over is provided between any two switches.

	[image: D:\pictures\psm\DSC01080.JPG]

Figure 4.4: Connection between keypad to keypad encoder





4.4.2	Discussion



From the result obtained the connection from keypad 4x4 and keypad decoder to PIC 16F877A were connected correctly. User needs to press button ‘#, A, B, C and D only in order to set up this system. For the output at PIC 16F877A, it will be set up in programming.





4.5	Display Circuit Analysis



The objectives of this circuit analysis are to display the menu of this system correctly when user presses button ‘#, A, B, C and D’. 



4.5.1	Results



Below are the tables of output that will be display when buttons are pressed for LCD display;

Table 4.2: Output for LCD display

		

		

LCD Display



		Buttons pressed

		



		Starting

		IFF System

Loading data



		#

		Time [xx:xx:xx]

Enter Digit [xx:xx:xx]



		A

		Set Timer



		B

		Set Timer



		C

		Set Timer



		D

		Set Timer









As for hand phone display when user receiving the SMS, the output display are as below;



Table 4.3: Output for hand phone display

		Food Check

		

LCD Display (Hand phone)



		AT + CMGF

		



		0

		Normal



		1

		Warning! Empty







4.5.2	Discussion



For the output of LCD display, user can easily understand the status of the system by viewing the LCD display. For the output of LCD display for hand phone, when the system that is in programming is set AT+CMGF=0, the food is normal and when AT+CMGF=1, the food is set as empty. 

















































CHAPTER 5









CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION









5.1	Introduction



This chapter discuss about the conclusion and suggestion in the future. This project has two major parts which is hardware description and software implementation. Both topics were very related and important to each other and can be applied to perform the system more effective. This chapter is very important because it helps to overcome the problem and improve the efficiency of the project





5.2 Conclusion



The main objectives of this project was to design an intelligent system of automatic fish feeder using PIC microcontroller which uses; Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) modem to send the Short Message Service (SMS) to the owner when the sensor is trigger. Research was required into the functionality of GSM modem as well as the requirement of a fish feeder system. 



Therefore, an intelligent system of automatic fish feeder using PIC microcontroller are design. Next, the art of programming in C language is learned and implemented in this project. Lastly, the combination of hardware skills, electronic knowledge with some software development in building this project was also improved. The methodology process is very helpful on how to solve the problem encountered and also improved the knowledge on software application and circuit function. Students will able to understand the steps to do the analysis by following methodology process.



Based on the analysis that were accomplished, power supply circuit and keypad circuit encountered no problem when the circuit was analyzed. The output obtained outcome was same as the expected result. Display circuit also encountered no problem when the circuit was analyzed. The output displays a word correctly when pressed a certain button. Based on the collected data, the output pin also followed the expected result where a certain pin will be in active high when the button is press or the output of sensor are in active high or low.  The same goes for the part to send SMS, the command to send SMS in C language. Therefore, the objectives of this project are achieved.





5.3 Recommendations



The following are a few suggestions of further research and development that will help to improve the design of fish feeder system; add the other circuit to charge batteries when it has a supply and the batteries will be function when it has no electricity. Therefore, this system is still active when the main supply has no electricity. Then, use stepper motor instead of DC motor for precise amount of food drops. Lastly, create solution for refill the empty container if the user are away; E.g. Backup food container that can replace the empty one when user SMS reply to the system.
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APPENDIX A

PROGRAMMING CODING FOR PIC 16F877A



			list	p=pic16f877a

			include	p16f877a.inc

   			__config	0x1E72

   			errorlevel	-302    ;Suppress bank warning

	



			CBlock 0x20

			N 					; Delay registers.

			N1

			count1

			counta

			countb

			countc

			MOTOR

			Food

			rxtime1

			rxtime2

			FIXDELAY		

			visdelay

			priority

			dataL

			COUNTER1

			COUNTER2

			temp_num

			temp_dig

			D0

			DIGIT

			S1

			S2

			M1

			M2

			H1

			H2

			X1

			X2

			X3

			X4

			X5

			A1

			A2

			A3

			A4

			B1

			B2

			B3

			B4

			C1

			C2

			C3

			C4

			D1

			D2

			D3

			D4

			FEEDER

			SEND_SMS

			ENDC



			org 0x00

			nop					; Reserved for ICD II.

		

			goto	start





start 		call initports		; Initialize Ports as output/inputs.

			call INITLCD

			call clrscreen

			call setupUART

			call DisLCDStart

			call visualdelay

			call SECOND_1

			call SECOND_1

			movlw A'0'

			movwf M1

			movwf S1

			movwf H1

			movwf M2

			movwf S2

			movwf H2

			movwf Food

			

			

INT			bcf	RCSTA,CREN	;pulse cren off...

			movf	RCREG,W		;flush fifo

			movf	RCREG,W		; all three elements.

			movf	RCREG,W

			call SECOND_1



			movlw A'A'				;;test communication between microcontroller and GSM module

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'T'

			call 	transmit

			movlw d'13'

			call transmit

			movlw d'10'

			call transmit

			call SECOND_1

			call SECOND_1

			call SECOND_1



			movlw A'A'				;;set default communication protocol

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'T'

			call 	transmit

			movlw d'13'

			call transmit

			movlw d'10'

			call transmit

			call SECOND_1

			call SECOND_1

			call SECOND_1



			movlw A'A'				;;set to text mode. 

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'T'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'+'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'C'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'M'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'G'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'F'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'='

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'1'

			call 	transmit

			movlw d'13'

			call transmit

			movlw d'10'

			call transmit

			

			call SECOND_1

			call SECOND_1



			movlw A'A'				;;set to text mode. Depend on the tel model (AT+CMGF=1)

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'T'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'+'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'C'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'M'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'G'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'F'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'='

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'1'

			call 	transmit

			movlw d'13'

			call transmit

			movlw d'10'

			call transmit

			

			call SECOND_1		;delete SMS in memory 1 (receive SMS),memory 12,13,14&15 for 'sent SMS' storage.

				

			bcf	RCSTA,CREN	;pulse cren off...

			movf	RCREG,W		;flush fifo

			movf	RCREG,W		; all three elements.

			movf	RCREG,W



			movlw A'A'					; read sms in mem = 1 (new SMS receive)

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'T'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'+'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'C'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'M'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'S'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'S'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'='

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'1'

			call 	transmit

		

			movlw d'13'

			call transmit

			movlw d'10'

			call transmit

			

			call SECOND_1

			



		

		

			bcf	RCSTA,CREN	;pulse cren off...

			movf	RCREG,W		;flush fifo

			movf	RCREG,W		; all three elements.

			movf	RCREG,W

			bsf	RCSTA,CREN	;turn cren back on.

          

			

;CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

			call SECOND_1

			call SECOND_1

			

		





;------------------MAIN PROGRAM---------------------------



main		call DisTime

			call visualdelay

			btfss PORTA,0			;Check container

			goto Continue

			call FoodCheck

			goto Continue1

		

Continue	call FoodNORM

Continue1	

			

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			call ckALM

			btfss PORTE,2			;Check Keypad

			goto main

		

			call SCAN1			;Check IF "#" for Setting

			movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'#'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto NxtChk1

			goto SetTimeH1

NxtChk1		movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'A'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto NxtChk2

			goto SetTime1

NxtChk2		movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'B'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto NxtChk3

			goto SetTime2

NxtChk3		movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'C'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto NxtChk4

			goto SetTime3

NxtChk4		movf DIGIT,w

			xorlw A'D'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto main

			goto SetTime4



SetTimeH1	call SET1

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			call SETTING

			movf X1,w

			movwf H1

			movf X2,w

			movwf H2

			movf X4,w

			movwf M1

			movf X5,w

			movwf M2

			call ClrSetVR

			goto main



SetTime1	call SetALM1

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			call SETTING

			movf X1,w

			movwf A1

			movf X2,w

			movwf A2

			movf X4,w

			movwf A3

			movf X5,w

			movwf A4

			call ClrSetVR

			goto main



SetTime2	call SetALM2

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			call SETTING

			movf X1,w

			movwf B1

			movf X2,w

			movwf B2

			movf X4,w

			movwf B3

			movf X5,w

			movwf B4

			call ClrSetVR

			goto main



SetTime3	call SetALM3

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			call SETTING

			movf X1,w

			movwf C1

			movf X2,w

			movwf C2

			movf X4,w

			movwf C3

			movf X5,w

			movwf C4

			call ClrSetVR

			goto main



SetTime4	call SetALM4

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			call SETTING

			movf X1,w

			movwf D1

			movf X2,w

			movwf D2

			movf X4,w

			movwf D3

			movf X5,w

			movwf D4

			call ClrSetVR

			goto main

;------------------------------------------------------

SETTING		call DisSetTime

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			btfss PORTE,2

			goto SETTING

			call ClrSetVR

			call SCAN1			;

			movf DIGIT,w		;

			movwf X1

SET2		call DisSetTime

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			btfss PORTE,2

			goto SET2

			call SCAN1			;

			movf DIGIT,w		;

			xorlw A'*'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto SET2OK

			movlw A'_'

			movwf X1

			goto SETTING

SET2OK		movf DIGIT,w

			movwf X2

			movlw A':'

			movwf X3



SET3		call DisSetTime

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			btfss PORTE,2

			goto SET3

			call SCAN1			;

			movf DIGIT,w		;

			xorlw A'*'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto SET3OK

			movlw A'_'

			movwf X2

			movwf X3

			goto SET2

SET3OK		movf DIGIT,w

			movwf X4



SET4		call DisSetTime

			call visualdelay

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call Delay_Tx

			call UPSEC

			btfss PORTE,2

			goto SET4

			call SCAN1			;

			movf DIGIT,w		;

			xorlw A'*'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto SET4OK

			movlw A'_'

			movwf X3

			goto SET3

SET4OK		movf DIGIT,w

			movwf X5

			return









;---------------------------------------------



ClrSetVR	movlw A'_'

			movwf X1

			movwf X2

			movwf X3

			movwf X4

			movwf X5

			return

;-------KEYPAD SCANNING---------------------



DN1			movlw A'3'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto DN2

			movlw A'D'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

DN2			movlw A'7'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N3

			movlw A'C'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N3			movlw A';'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N4

			movlw A'B'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N4			movlw A'2'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N5

			movlw A'#'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N5			movlw A'6'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N6

			movlw A'9'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N6			movlw A':'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N7

			movlw A'6'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N7			movlw A'1'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N8

			movlw A'0'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N8			movlw A'5'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N9

			movlw A'8'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N9			movlw A'9'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N10

			movlw A'5'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N10			movlw A'4'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N11

			movlw A'7'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N11			movlw A'0'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N12

			movlw A'*'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N12			movlw A'8'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N13

			movlw A'4'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N13			movlw A'?'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N14

			movlw A'A'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N14			movlw A'>'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N15

			movlw A'3'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N15			movlw A'='

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto N16

			movlw A'2'

			movwf DIGIT

			return

N16			movlw A'<'

			xorwf D0,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return

			movlw A'1'

			movwf DIGIT

			return





SCAN1		

			btfss PORTC,0

			goto next1

			bsf D0,0

			goto Zero



next1		bcf D0,0

Zero		btfss PORTC,1

			goto next2

			bsf D0,1

			goto One



next2		bcf D0,1

One			btfss PORTC,2

			goto next3

			bsf D0,2

			goto Two



next3		bcf D0,2

Two			btfss PORTC,3

			goto next4

			bsf D0,3

			goto Three



next4		bcf D0,3

Three		bsf D0,4

			bsf D0,5

			bcf D0,6

			bcf D0,7



			;goto display1

Eight		goto DN1



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

;SECOND MOVEMENT



UPSEC		incf S2,f				;Inc 1 for 1st time button press (SET MIN)

			goto A123



			

A123		movf S2,w

			xorlw A':'				;Check if H1= 10

			btfsc STATUS,Z

			call UPH2SEC				;IF yes, next digit...

			movf S1,w		

			xorlw A'6'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return

			movlw A'0'

			movwf S1

			movwf S2

			goto UPCLK



UPH2SEC		incf S1,f

			movlw A'0'

			movwf S2

			return



UPCLK		incf M2,f				;Inc 1 for 1st time button press (SET MIN)

			movf M2,w

			xorlw A':'				;Check if H1= 10

			btfsc STATUS,Z

			call UPCLKm				;IF yes, next digit...

			movf M1,w		

			xorlw A'6'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return

			movlw A'0'

			movwf M2

			movwf M1

			goto UPCKH



UPCLKm		incf M1,f

			movlw A'0'

			movwf M2

			return



UPCKH		incf H2,f				;Inc 1 for 1st time button press (SET HOUR)

			movf H2,w

			xorlw A':'				;Check if H1= 10

			btfsc STATUS,Z

			call UPCKH2				;IF yes, next digit...

			movf H1,w		

			xorlw A'2'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return

			movf H2,w

			xorlw A'4'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return

			movlw A'0'

			movwf H2

			movwf H1

			return



UPCKH2		incf H1,f

			movlw A'0'

			movwf H2

			return

;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



ckALM		movf H1,w						;&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&CHECKING ALARM 1&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

			xorwf A1,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2

			movf H2,w

			xorwf A2,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2



skpck		movf M1,w

			xorwf A3,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2

			movf M2,w

			xorwf A4,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2

			

			movf S1,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM2



			movf S2,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto OFF1



wakeUP		call ONRLY3		; Fish Feeder

			movlw A'1'

			movwf FEEDER

			goto ckALM2

OFF1		bcf PORTB,3

			goto ckALM2			





;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ckALM2		movf H1,w						;&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&CHECKING ALARM 2&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

			xorwf B1,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM3

			movf H2,w

			xorwf B2,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM3



skpck2		movf M1,w

			xorwf B3,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM3

			movf M2,w

			xorwf B4,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM3



			movf S1,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM3



			movf S2,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto OFF2



wakeUP2		call ONRLY3		; Fish Feeder

			movlw A'1'

			movwf FEEDER

			goto ckALM3

OFF2		bcf PORTB,3

			goto ckALM3



;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ckALM3		movf H1,w						;&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&CHECKING ALARM 3&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

			xorwf C1,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM4

			movf H2,w

			xorwf C2,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM4



skpck3		movf M1,w

			xorwf C3,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM4

			movf M2,w

			xorwf C4,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM4

			

			movf S1,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto ckALM4



			movf S2,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto OFF3



wakeUP3		call ONRLY3			; Fish Feeder

			movlw A'1'

			movwf FEEDER

			goto ckALM4

OFF3		bcf PORTB,3

			goto ckALM4





;----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ckALM4		movf H1,w						;&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&CHECKING ALARM 4&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&

			xorwf D1,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return

			movf H2,w

			xorwf D2,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return



skpck24		movf M1,w

			xorwf D3,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return

			movf M2,w

			xorwf D4,w

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return



			movf S1,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			return



			movf S2,w

			xorlw b'00110000'

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto OFFRLY3



wakeUP4		call ONRLY3	

			movlw A'1'

			movwf FEEDER

			return



ONRLY3		bsf PORTB,3

			return



OFFRLY3		bcf PORTB,3

			return	



;-------------------------END OF MAIN PROGRAM---------------------------

			





Delay_Tx	movlw	d'230'			;delay 250 ms (4 MHz clock)

		movwf	countc

d1x		movlw	0xC7

		movwf	counta

		movlw	0x01

		movwf	countb

Delay_0x

		decfsz	counta, f

		goto	$+2

		decfsz	countb, f

		goto	Delay_0x



		decfsz	countc	,f

		goto	d1x

		retlw	0x00





Delay_T24	movlw d'20'			;delay 250 ms (4 MHz clock)

		movwf	countc

d124		movlw	0xC7

		movwf	counta

		movlw	0x01

		movwf	countb

Delay_024 

		decfsz	counta, f

		goto	$+2

		decfsz	countb, f

		goto	Delay_024   



		decfsz	countc	,f

		goto	d124

		retlw	0x00





Delay_T4	movlw d'20'			;delay 250 ms (4 MHz clock)

		movwf	countc

d14		movlw	0xC7

		movwf	counta

		movlw	0x01

		movwf	countb

Delay_04 

		decfsz	counta, f

		goto	$+2

		decfsz	countb, f

		goto	Delay_04



		decfsz	countc	,f

		goto	d14

		retlw	0x00





Delay_T24l	 movlw d'150'			;delay 250 ms (4 MHz clock)

		movwf	countc

d124l		movlw	0xC7

		movwf	counta

		movlw	0x01

		movwf	countb

Delay_024l 

		decfsz	counta, f

		goto	$+2

		decfsz	countb, f

		goto	Delay_024l   



		decfsz	countc	,f

		goto	d124l

		retlw	0x00



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

;  Subroutine for Time&Delay

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------							





BUSY_DELAY	movlw	d'70'

			movwf	N1

more1		call	SECOND_1

			DECFSZ	N1,1

			goto	more1

			return

			

NORMAL_DELAY	movlw	d'30'

			movwf	N1

more2		call	SECOND_1

			DECFSZ	N1,1

			goto	more2

			return



CLEAR_DELAY	movlw	d'15'

			movwf	N1

more3		call	SECOND_1

			DECFSZ	N1,1

			goto	more3

			return





MINUTE_1	movlw	d'40'

			movwf	N1

more1_T		call	SECOND_1

			DECFSZ	N1,1

			goto	more1_T

			return



SECOND_1	movlw	d'4'

			movwf	N

more		call	Delay_T

continue	DECFSZ	N,1

			goto	more

			return





Delay_T	movlw	d'200'			;delay 250 ms (4 MHz clock)

		movwf	count1

d1		movlw	0xC7

		movwf	counta

		movlw	0x01

		movwf	countb

Delay_0

		decfsz	counta, f

		goto	$+2

		decfsz	countb, f

		goto	Delay_0



		decfsz	count1	,f

		goto	d1

		retlw	0x00







delay_5s	call	SECOND_1

			call	SECOND_1

			call	SECOND_1

			call	SECOND_1

			call	SECOND_1

			return



delay_2s	call	SECOND_1

			call	SECOND_1

			return



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Subroutine to initialize the PORTs as Inputs or Outputs.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------		



initports	

			bcf STATUS,RP0

			bsf     STATUS,RP0      ;Change to Bank1

			bcf	OPTION_REG,7

			MOVLW	 0x06				;CONFIGURED ALL PIN AS DIGITAL I/O

			MOVWF	 ADCON1	

			movlw	b'00011111'

			movwf	TRISA

	   		movlw	b'00000000'           ;Set PORTA all OUT

			movwf	TRISD

       		clrf    TRISB           ;Set PORTB

			movlw	b'10001111'

			movwf	TRISC

       		movlw	b'00000100'

			movwf	TRISE

			bcf     STATUS,RP0      ;Change to Bank0

			return		



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Initialize the LCD.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



INITLCD		

			

			MOVLW	0xE6		; Call for 46ms delay

			CALL 	NDELAY		; Wait for VCC of the LCD to reach 5V

			

			BCF		PORTB, 4	; Clear RS to select Instruction Reg.

			BCF		PORTB, 0	; Clear R/W to write

		

			MOVLW	B'00111011'	; Function Set to 8 bits, 2 lines and 5x7 dot matrix

			MOVWF 	PORTD

			CALL	ENABLEPULSE

			CALL	DELAY50

			CALL	ENABLEPULSE

			CALL	DELAY50

			CALL	ENABLEPULSE

			CALL	DELAY50		; Call 50us delay and wait for instruction completion



			MOVLW	B'00001000'	; Display OFF

			MOVWF	PORTD

			CALL	ENABLEPULSE

			CALL	DELAY50		; Call 50us delay and wait for instruction completion



			MOVLW	B'00000001'	; Clear Display

			MOVWF	PORTD

			CALL	ENABLEPULSE

			MOVLW	0x09		; Call 1.8ms delay and wait for instruction completion				

			CALL	NDELAY		



			MOVLW	B'00000010'	; Cursor Home

			MOVWF	PORTD

			CALL	ENABLEPULSE

			MOVLW	0x09		; Call 1.8ms delay and wait for instruction completion				

			CALL	NDELAY

		

			MOVLW	B'00001100'	; Display ON, Cursor OFF, Blinking OFF

			MOVWF	PORTD

			CALL	ENABLEPULSE

			CALL	DELAY50		; Call 50us delay and wait for instruction completion



			MOVLW 	B'00000110'	; Entry Mode Set, Increment & No display shift

			MOVWF	PORTD

			CALL	ENABLEPULSE

			CALL	DELAY50		; Call 50us delay and wait for instruction completion



			BSF		PORTB, 4	; Set RS to select Data Reg.

			BCF		PORTB, 0	; Clear R/W to write



			RETURN



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Enable Pulse for writing or reading instructions or data

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



ENABLEPULSE	BCF	PORTB, 5		; 2us LOW followed by 3us HIGH Enable Pulse and 2us LOW.

			NOP

			NOP

			BSF	PORTB, 5

			NOP

			NOP

			NOP

			BCF PORTB, 5

			NOP

			NOP

			RETURN



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; N DELAY SUBROUTINE, delay in multiples of 200us up to 200us*255 = 51ms (or more)

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



NDELAY

			MOVWF N				; N is delay multiplier

NOTOVER		CALL DELAY200		; Call for 200us

			DECFSZ N, 1			; Decrease N by 1

			GOTO NOTOVER		; The delay isn't done

			RETURN

	

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; FIXED 200us DELAY (Possibly more due to execution time of the DECFSZ instruction.)

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



DELAY200	

			MOVLW 0x42			; 66 LOOPS

			MOVWF FIXDELAY		; 200us fixed delay

NOTDONE200	DECFSZ FIXDELAY, 1 	; Decrement of FIXDELAY

			GOTO NOTDONE200		; If 200us isn't up go back to NOTDONE200

			RETURN				; If 200us is up then return to instruction.



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; FIXED 50us DELAY (Possibly more due to execution time of the DECFSZ instruction.)

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



DELAY50	

			MOVLW 0x10			; 16 LOOPS

			MOVWF FIXDELAY		; 50us fixed delay

NOTDONE50	DECFSZ FIXDELAY, 1 	; Decrement of FIXDELAY

			GOTO NOTDONE50		; If 50us isn't up go back to NOTDONE50

			RETURN				; If 50us is up then return to instruction.



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Visual delay subroutine.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



visualdelay movlw 0x12

			movwf visdelay



seetemp		movlw 0x12

			call NDELAY

			decfsz visdelay, 1

			goto seetemp

			return



visualdelay1 movlw 0x12				;FAST

			movwf visdelay



seetemp2	movlw 0xAA

			call NDELAY

			decfsz visdelay, 1

			goto seetemp2

			return



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Fast Directive to write characters to LCD.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



PUTCHAR

			MOVWF PORTD			; A quicker way of writing characters to LCD.

			CALL ENABLEPULSE

			

		 	CALL CHKBUSY

			RETURN



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Subroutine to check for the BUSY flag. Mostly used for instructions that follows up a character write.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



CHKBUSY

			bcf	PORTB,4	; Clear RS to select Instruction Reg.

			bsf	PORTB, 0	; Set R/W to read.



			banksel TRISD		; Select Bank for TRISC.

			movlw 0xFF			; Define all PORTC Pins as Inputs.

			movwf TRISD



			banksel PORTD		; Select Bank for PORTC.

			bsf PORTB,5		;

			movf PORTD,w		; 

			bcf PORTB,5		; 

			andlw 0x80			; 

			btfss STATUS,Z

			goto CHKBUSY



			banksel TRISD		; Select Bank for TRISB.

			movlw 0x00			; Define all PORTC Pins as Outputs.

			movwf TRISD

		

			banksel PORTB		; Select Bank for PORTA, B, and C.

			bsf PORTB,4		; Set RS to select Data Register.

			bcf PORTB, 0		; Clear R/W to write.

			

			return



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Position Cursor to the next line.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



nextline

			banksel PORTB

			bcf PORTB, 4	; Select Instructions Register.

			bcf PORTB, 0	; Select Write.



			movlw b'11000000'	; Shift cursor to second line at 0x40 RAM address on LCD.

			call PUTCHAR



			return



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Clear screen and Cursor home.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



clrscreen

			banksel PORTB

			bcf PORTB, 4		; Clear RS to select Instructions Register.

			bcf PORTB, 0		; Clear R/W to select Write.



			banksel PORTD

			MOVLW B'00000001'	; Clear Display

			call PUTCHAR



			return



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Position Cursor to home position.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



cursorhome

			banksel PORTB

			bcf PORTB, 4	; Select Instructions Register.

			bcf PORTB, 0	; Select Write.



			movlw b'00000010'	; Position cursor to home position.

			call PUTCHAR



			return







;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Wait 20us for Acquisition time in order for holding capacitor to charge up.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



delay20		

			banksel FIXDELAY	; A loop to generate 20us delay.

			movlw 0x08

			movwf FIXDELAY

			

notdone20	decfsz FIXDELAY, 1 

			goto notdone20

			

			return



;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Subroutine to setup the USART.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



setupUART

			banksel SPBRG			; Load into SPBRG the value of 103 for Baud Rate of 9600 

			movlw d'25'

			movwf SPBRG



			movlw b'00100100'		; Set 8 bit Transmission, Enable Transmit, Asynchronous Mode, High Speed.

			movwf TXSTA



			banksel RCSTA

			movlw b'10010000'		; Enable Serial Port, 8 bit Reception, Enable Continuous Receive.

			movwf RCSTA

			movf RCREG,w

   			movf RCREG,w

    		movf RCREG,w        ; flush receive buffer



			return





;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Receive character from RS232 and store in WREG.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



receive		movlw d'5'

			movwf rxtime1

			movlw d'5'

			movwf rxtime2

			

			banksel PIR1

waitrcv		btfss PIR1, RCIF		; Wait for RCIF to be set, when set then receive buffur is full.

			goto check			; If not set, then keep waiting.

			

cont		BTFSC RCSTA,OERR

			goto overerror                   ; check for over run error

			BTFSC RCSTA,FERR

			GOTO frameerror                  ; CHECK FOR FRAMING ERROR



			movf RCREG, w			; If set, move buffer content to WREG.





			return

check		DECFSZ rxtime1,f

			goto waitrcv

			DECFSZ rxtime2,f

			goto waitrcv



			

			bcf	RCSTA,CREN	;pulse cren off...

			movf	RCREG,W		;flush fifo

			movf	RCREG,W		; all three elements.

			movf	RCREG,W

			bsf	RCSTA,CREN	;t

			return

			

waitrcvx	movlw d'8'

			movwf rxtime1

			goto waitrcv

overerror

	bsf PORTC,1

	bcf	RCSTA,CREN	;pulse cren off...

	movf	RCREG,W		;flush fifo

	movf	RCREG,W		; all three elements.

	movf	RCREG,W

	bsf	RCSTA,CREN	;turn cren back on.

					;this pulsing of cren

					;will clear the oerr flag.

					;enable interrupts.

	goto	receive		;try again...	



frameerror

	

	movf	RCREG,W		;reading rcreg clears ferr flag.

	bsf	 INTCON,GIE	;enable interrupts.

	goto	receive		;try again...	

		







;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Transmit the character that is on WREG to RS232 and wait until the sending is complete.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



transmit

			banksel TXREG

			movwf TXREG				; Move character to TXREG to be transmitted.



			banksel TXSTA

waittrn		btfss TXSTA, TRMT		; Check if buffer is empty.

			goto waittrn			; If no, then keep waiting.

			banksel PORTB			; If yes, select Bank 0 and return.

			return





;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; Delay to provide some settling time for start up.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



delay		

			banksel dataL

			clrf dataL



settle		decfsz dataL, f			; The delay loop.

			goto settle				



			movf RCREG, w			; Flush the receive buffer.

			movf RCREG, w

			movf RCREG, w



			return







DisLCDStart		    call clrscreen      

				call cursorhome			; Reposition cursor to home.

				

				movlw A' '

				call PUTCHAR

				

				movlw A'L'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'o'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'a'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'd'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'i'			

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A'n'			

				call PUTCHAR	

				movlw A'g'

				call PUTCHAR

			                 

				movlw A' '

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'd'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'a'

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A't'

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'a'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'.'

				call PUTCHAR

				

				movlw A'.'

				call PUTCHAR	

				movlw A'.'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'.'

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A' '

				call PUTCHAR			                 

						                 

						                 

							

	     		return





DisTime		    call clrscreen      

				call cursorhome			; Reposition cursor to home.

				

				movlw A'T'

				call PUTCHAR

				

				movlw A'i'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'm'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'e'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'['			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movf H1,w		

				call PUTCHAR

				movf H2,w		

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A':'			

				call PUTCHAR					                 

				movf M1,w		

				call PUTCHAR

				movf M2,w		

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A':'			

				call PUTCHAR			

				movf S1,w		

				call PUTCHAR

				movf S2,w		

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A']'			

				call PUTCHAR	

			    return



DisSetTime	    call clrscreen      

				call cursorhome			; Reposition cursor to home.

				movlw A'E'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'n'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A't'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'e'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'r'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A' '			

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A'D'			

				call PUTCHAR	

				movlw A'i'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'g'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'i'			

				call PUTCHAR			 

				movlw A't'

				call PUTCHAR

				

				movlw A'.'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'.'			

				call PUTCHAR

				call nextline

				movf X1,w		

				call PUTCHAR

				movf X2,w		

				call PUTCHAR

				movf X3,w		

				call PUTCHAR		

				movf X4,w		

				call PUTCHAR

				movf X5,w		

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				return



SET1		    call clrscreen      

				call cursorhome			; Reposition cursor to home.

				movlw A'S'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'e'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A't'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A' '			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'T'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'i'			

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A'm'			

				call PUTCHAR	

				movlw A'e'

				call PUTCHAR

			

	     		return



SetALM1	    call clrscreen      

				call cursorhome			; Reposition cursor to home.

				movlw A'S'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'e'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A't'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A' '			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'T'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'i'			

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A'm'			

				call PUTCHAR	

				movlw A'e'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'r'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'1'

				call PUTCHAR

			

	     		return









SetALM2	    call clrscreen      

				call cursorhome			; Reposition cursor to home.

				movlw A'S'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'e'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A't'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A' '			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'T'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'i'			

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A'm'			

				call PUTCHAR	

				movlw A'e'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'r'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'2'

				call PUTCHAR

			

	     		return



SetALM3	    call clrscreen      

				call cursorhome			; Reposition cursor to home.

				movlw A'S'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'e'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A't'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A' '			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'T'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'i'			

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A'm'			

				call PUTCHAR	

				movlw A'e'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'r'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'3'

				call PUTCHAR

			

	     		return

SetALM4	    call clrscreen      

				call cursorhome			; Reposition cursor to home.

				movlw A'S'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'e'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A't'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A' '			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'T'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'i'			

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A'm'			

				call PUTCHAR	

				movlw A'e'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'r'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'4'

				call PUTCHAR

			

	     		return



FoodCheck	call nextline

				movlw A'E'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'm'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A'p'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A't'			

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'y'			

				call PUTCHAR			                 

				movlw A' '			

				call PUTCHAR				                 

				movlw A'W'			

				call PUTCHAR	

				movlw A'a'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'r'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'n'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'i'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'n'

				call PUTCHAR

				movlw A'g'

				call PUTCHAR

			

			movf Food,w

			xorlw A'1'

			btfsc STATUS,Z

			return

			

			bcf	RCSTA,CREN	;pulse cren off...

			movf	RCREG,W		;flush fifo

			movf	RCREG,W		; all three elements.

			movf	RCREG,W



			movlw A'A'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'T'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'+'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'C'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'M'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'G'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'S'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'='

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'"'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'0'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'1'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'2'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'6'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'8'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'7'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'3'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'3'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'9'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'6'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'"'

			call 	transmit

			movlw d'13'

			call transmit

			movlw d'10'

			call transmit

			

			call SECOND_1

			



		

			movlw A'W'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'a'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'r'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'n'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'i'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'n'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'g'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'!'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A' '

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'E'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'm'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'p'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A't'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'y'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A' '

			call 	transmit

			movlw d'26'			;value for <ctrl Z>

			call 	transmit

			

			bcf	RCSTA,CREN	;pulse cren off...

			movf	RCREG,W		;flush fifo

			movf	RCREG,W		; all three elements.

			movf	RCREG,W

			bsf	RCSTA,CREN	;turn cren back on.

          

			

;CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

			call SECOND_1

			call SECOND_1

			movlw A'1'

			movwf Food

			return



FoodNORM	

			

			movf Food,w

			xorlw A'0'

			btfsc STATUS,Z

			return

			movlw A'0'

			movwf Food

			bcf	RCSTA,CREN	;pulse cren off...

			movf	RCREG,W		;flush fifo

			movf	RCREG,W		; all three elements.

			movf	RCREG,W



			movlw A'A'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'T'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'+'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'C'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'M'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'G'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'S'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'='

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'"'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'0'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'1'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'2'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'6'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'8'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'7'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'3'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'3'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'9'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'6'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'"'

			call 	transmit

			movlw d'13'

			call transmit

			movlw d'10'

			call transmit

			

			call SECOND_1

			



		

			movlw A'N'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'o'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'r'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'm'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'a'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A'l'

			call 	transmit

			movlw A' '

			call 	transmit

			

			movlw d'26'			;value for <ctrl Z>

			call 	transmit

			

			bcf	RCSTA,CREN	;pulse cren off...

			movf	RCREG,W		;flush fifo

			movf	RCREG,W		; all three elements.

			movf	RCREG,W

			bsf	RCSTA,CREN	;turn cren back on.

          

			

;CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

			call SECOND_1

			call SECOND_1

			movlw A'0'

			movwf Food

			return







;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; End of Programme.

;------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

				END







































APPENDIX B

MICROCHIP PIC16F877A DATA SHEET
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APPENDIX C

LM7805 DATA SHEET
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